
Special Offer “Retrofit”
Refurbishment of KUHLMANN machines
With KUHLMANN fit for future

The current economic climate offers few
opportunities for invest in high priced
new machines. Hence the availability
and quality of existing machines is of
highest importance. Our special offer

offers you an economic
opportunity to refurbish your existing
machines and enable them to cope with
future requirements. Only this procedure
will ensure a long-term spare parts
supply.

“RETROFIT”

Our service technicians will check the
condition of your machine and will issue
a measuring protocol, if required. We will
advise you regarding reasonable
modernizations and will supply an
individual offer.
This procedure - refurbishment based on
a detailed machine check-up - ensures
that your invest will be profitable. Future
standstill and breakdown can be
reduced.

Service@kuhlmann-cnc.de

Telefon. 05524 9247-29
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Advantages of Retrofit

- Increase of productivity and efficiencyt

- Higher quality by higher precision

- Ensured long-term spare parts supply

- Adaptation to current standards of on-the-job safety

- Higher flexibility by modern handling and programming

-   Step or servo motors

-   Up to 8 axes

-   Look-ahead 200 elements

-   Speed up to 20 m/min

-   Acceleration up to 1m/s²

-   Resolution up to 0,1 µm

-   Scanning of 3D surfaces

-   Approach of rotational axis, tool
changer, 3D egde sensor

-   Modern 32 bit engraving and DIN
software

Advantages of new control

Machine keyboard M25

-  Mobile handheld control
-  IP65 protection system
-  Handling via LCD display
-  Position control in 4 axes
-  Electronic hand wheel
-  Display of machine functions
-  Speed and rotational speed

correction during processing
-  Diagnostics display
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